In this paper we examine self-dual embeddings of the complete bipartite graph K,,, on both orientable and nonorientable surfaces. It can be quickly established that such an embedding can exist only if both n and m are even integers exceeding 2. We show by construction that these necessary conditions are sufficient, except that there is no orientable self-dual embedding of K6,6. 0 1992 AcademicPress, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION We consider embeddings of graphs into both orientable and nonorientable surfaces. A fundamental operation on an embedded graph G is the formation of the dual graph, defined by placing a vertex in the interior of each face of the embedded G and connecting two such vertices which correspond to faces sharing an edge. The dual G* has a natural embedding in the same surface as G. The operation of taking a dual is involutory, that is, (G*)* = G, the original primal graph.
Particularly intriguing are self-dual embeddings, for which G* is isomorphic to G. For &ample, the unique embedding of K4 into the plane is self-dual, since it has four pairwise adjacent triangular faces. We distinguish between orientable and nonorientable self-dual embeddings, depending upon whether the surface in question is orientable or nonorientable.
In 1898 Heffter [H] constructed orientable self-dual embeddings of K, for n prime and congruent to 1 modulo 4. Then in 1973 White [W] constructed orientable self-dual embeddings of Cayley graphs, including K,, for every n congruent to 1 modulo 4. Pengelley [P] completed the solution for the orientable K,, by constructing self-dual embeddings for n divisible by 4. An Euler characteristic calculation will reveal that these are the only two congruence classes for which these embeddings are possible. Other selfdual embeddings of Cayley graphs were constructed by Stahl [S] , and Hartslield, Marulic, and Ringel [HMR] .
Archdeacon and Richter [AR] gave constructions for all planar self-dual graphs. Except for [AR] , all of the above constructions used Cayley graphs, which are regular (all vertices are of the same degree).
In this paper we examine self-dual embeddings of complete bipartite graphs. As our graphs may be nonregular, we cannot use the standard technique of Cayley graphs. Instead we use a "cut and paste" technique to join two self-dual embeddings into one larger self-dual embedding.
The size of a face in an embedded graph is equal to the degree of the corresponding vertex in the dual. It follows that if a graph is bipartite, then every vertex in the dual is of even degree. Also note that if a graph has a vertex of degree 2, then the dual graph has parallel edges. So that a selfdual embedding of K,,, can exist only if both n and m are even integers exceeding 2. The following theorem asserts that these necessary conditions are sufficient, with one exception. THE MAIN THEOREM. K,,, has both an orientable and a nonorientable self-dual embedding for all even integers n and m exceeding 2, except that there is no orientable self-dual embedding of K6,6. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give some small examples of self-dual embeddings of complete bipartite graphs. These small examples will be the seed graphs for the Addition Construction given in Section 3. In Section 4 we give the (by then easy) construction of the embeddings promised by the Main Theorem. In Section 5 we discuss the exhaustive computer search which showed the nonexistence of the orientable self-dual K6, 6 . In Section 6 we offer some concluding comments.
SMALL EXAMPLES
In this section we give some small examples of self-dual embeddings. These examples will be used as "building blocks" in the construction of the next section.
In Fig. 2 .1 we give a self-dual embedding of K4,4 into the torus. The torus can be recovered from the rectangle by identifying its left and right sides in the indicated direction, while simultaneously identifying its top and bottom sides. In this figure the primal graph is indicated by solid lines, Similarly, in Fig. 2 .2 we give a self-dual embedding of K4,,, into the Klein bottle (the surface of nonorientable genus 2). Here the surface is recovered by first identifying the top and bottom sides, then identifying the left and right sides with a twist and a slight rotation so that the letters { W, x, y, z> match. Figures like 2.1 and 2.2 grow increasingly more complicated as the genus of the surface increases. In the next three examples we describe the embedding of a complete bipartite graph by listing the face boundaries of the cycles. The vertex set of the bipartite graph K,,, is assumed to be the first n lowercase roman letters together with the first m natural numbers. We leave it to the reader to verify that in each case the graph in question is the desired K n,m, that the faces give a surface and not a pseudosurface, that the embedding is self-dual, and that the orientability characteristic of the surface is as claimed.
Orientable K4,6. The four hexagons are (a3d4c6), (aSb6d2), (alc264), and (b3c5dl). The six quadrilaterals are (a6bl), (a2c3), (a4d5), (b2d3), (b5c4), and (cld6).
Nonorientable K4,6. The four hexagons are (a6b4c2), (alb3d5), (a3c6d4), and (b5cld2). The six quadrilaterals are (a6cl), (a2b3), (a4b5), (b6dl), (c2d3), and (c4d5).
Nonorientable K,,,. The six hexagons in the first part are (a2blc6), (a366dl), (c4d3e2), (c5d2f3), (e6f5a4), and (elf4b5). The six hexagons in the second part are (a4b3c2), (a5b2d3), (c6d5f4), (cld4e5), (e2fla6), and (e3f661).
Orientable K6, ,O. The six decagons (with possible vertex repetitions) are (alc4a2c5e3),
and (67cOb8fld4). The ten hexagons are (aOf7bl), (aSb4e2), (a4d9e6), (a9f4c7), (a3dle8), (bOe5f3), (b9clf6), (b2d5c8), (c2f8d6), and (c3e7dO). We have completed our list of small examples.
THE ADDITION

CONSTRUCTION
In this section we give a construction that "adds" self-dual embeddings of K,,, and K,,, to obtain a self-dual embedding of K,,,+,. We first need the following lemma. LEMMA 3.1. Let 1, . . . . n be the vertices of degree r in a self-dually embedded K,,,. Then we can label the faces of length r by fi, . . . . f, such that each vertex j is incident with face f,.
Proof
We form a bipartite multigraph M with vertex set the degree r vertices and length r faces. For each incidence of a vertex with a face we add an edge in M joining these elements. We get multiple edges if a vertex occurs more than once on the boundary of a face. So M is r-regular. An application of Hall's theorem gives a matching in M, which can be used to label the faces as claimed. 1
For example, Fig. 1 We describe the derived graph K,,,+.. The vertices labeled 1, . . . . n in both embeddings form one part of its vertex set (we glue the two graphs together along these common vertices); its other part is the r vertices from the K,,, together with the s vertices from K,,,.
This Kn.r+s has the following self-dual embedding. The r + s faces of length n are just the r faces from the first embedding, together with the s faces from the second. The n faces of length (r + s) are the closed walks W,! WJ', j = 1, . . . . n. Here we use W! Wj to denote the closed walk starting at j, extending along W,! back to j, and continuing along Wj before returning to j.
We need to verify that these face boundaries do define an embedding. We need only check that they determine a cyclic rotation at each vertex. But we have not changed the rotation scheme at any of the vertices of degree n. Hence they have cyclic rotations inherited from those of the two initial embeddings. At the vertex j let ef , e: denote the initial and terminal edges of Wj; similarly define et, ef. In the first embedding of K,., there is a cyclic rotation at j which maps e: to el, and in the second embedding of K,,, e: maps to ef at j. In the derived embedding the two cyclic rotations meld into one when ei maps to et and ef maps to ei. Hence this set of cycles determines an embedding into a surface.
What is the dual of the new embedding? Each of the n faces W,? W/' shares an edge with each of the faces of size n. This edge is in W,! if the size n face comes from the first embedding, and in Wi if it comes from the second embedding. Hence the dual of the derived embedding is Kn,r+S as desired.
We next verify that the new embedding is orientable if and only if both of the old embeddings are orientable. But if the two initial embeddings are orientable then the cycles can be directed such that each edge is traversed once in each direction. These directions are inherited in the derived embed-ding (remember that IV' and W2 are directed in this case), so that it is orientable. Conversely, if the derived embedding is orientable then the directions on the faces induce directions on the two initial embeddings which traverse each edge in each direction. 1
PROOF OF THE EXISTENCE THEOREM
In this section we use the seed embeddings given in Section 2 and the Addition Construction of Section 3 to build the orientable and nonorientable embeddings promised by the Main Theorem. In fact, this theorem describe exactly the embeddings which can be thus constructed.
THE NONORIENTABLE
PROOF. We first demonstrate the case where n and m are both divisible by 4. Figure 2. 2 gives a nonorientable self-dual embedding of K+, . Adding two such embeddings using the Addition Construction gives a nonorientable self-dual embedding of K4,*. In fact, by adding m/4 copies of K4,4 we obtain a nonorientable embedding of K+,,. We then add together n/4 copies of the K4,,, to obtain the nonorientable self-dual embedding of K, m. Similarly, when n is divisible by 4 and m is not, we add together (m -6)/4 copies of K4,4 and one copy of K4,6 to get a nonorientable selfdual embedding of K.,,,. We can then add n/4 copies of this K4,,, to obtain the desired embedding of K,,,. Finally, in the case that neither n nor m is divisible by 4, we add together a nonorientable self-dual K,,, and (m -6)/4 copies of K6,4 to obtain a nonorientable self-dual embedding of K6,,, . We then add to it (n -6)/4 copies of &,m as constructed in the previous case. This gives the desired embedding.
[
The Orientable Proof The orientable proof proceeds exactly as does the nonorientabie proof, except that we do not have available an orientable self-dual embedding of K6,6 to use in the case that neither n nor m is divisible by 4. In this case we begin instead with the orientable self-dual embedding of K6, 10. fl 5. THE ORIENTABLE K6,6 In this section we examine the Nonexistence Theorem; that is, we show that there does not exist an orientable self-dual embedding of K6,6 . At first glance this would seem impossible, as there are (5!)'* possible rotation schemes on K6,6 , prohibitively many for a direct check. But the restrictive nature of our desired embedding allows an exhaustive computer search.
To begin, we suppose contrariwise that there was such an embedding. The faces fall into two classes; each class contains six hexagons which partition the edge set of the K6,6 . Direct each hexagon in the first class as induced by an orientation of the surface. These directed hexagons induce a direction on each edge of the K6,6 . Note that if we reverse the orientation on the surface, then the other six faces induce the same direction on the edges of the K,.,. Each vertex has indegree and outdegree 3. So that if we consider only the edges running from the first vertex part to the second vertex part we obtain a bipartite cubic graph on 12 vertices.
In our algorithm we begin with such a bipartite cubic graph, and try to recover the embedding. It is tedious but routine to verify that up to isomorphism there are exactly six cubic bipartite graphs of order 12 (one is not connected). For each such graph we direct the edges of K6,6, then we generate all directed cycles of length 6. Using a list-processing algorithm we then build all sets of six such cycles which partition the edge set of the K,,,. We then compare all pairs of sets to see if each hexagon from the first contains exactly one edge in common with each hexagon from the second. If so, then these hexagons may form the face boundaries of an orientable self-dual embedding of K6,6. (In fact, these necessary conditions are sufficient in this small case, as any such set must induce a cyclic rotation at each vertex.)
This algorithm was implemented in Pascal on a personal computer. It completed an exhaustive search in about 6 h. The number of directed hexagons found in the six cases was (in increasing order) 0, 144, 196, 200, 216, and 224 . The number of sets of hexagons partitioning the edge set was (in the same order) 0, 0, 2616, 4544, 5216, and 5474 . No two such sets had a dual which was also K6.6. We conclude that there is no orientable self-dual embedding of K6,6. We close by noting that a computer program similar to the one described above was used to construct the orientable self-dual embedding of Kb.,, given in Section 2.
CONCLUSJON
We have constructed all possible orientable and nonorientable self-dual embeddings of the complete bipartite graphs. We ask the more general question of which complete bipartite graphs may appear as the duals of embeddings of complete bipartite graphs. Let p, q, r, s be even integers exceeding 2 with pq = rs. Does there exist an embedding of Kp.q with dual K, .? Recent work by the first author suggests yes, using covering graphs of self-dual embeddings. This topic will be explored more fully in an upcoming paper.
We also ask what dualities exist among complete and complete bipartite graphs. Let n, p, q be integers with n odd and 2pq = n(n -1). When does there exist an embedding of K, with dual KP,4? For example, the six hexagons (783156), (795432), (891264), (473682), (493581), (752961), together with the six hexagons (781245), (892356), (794613), (476958), (143625), and (172839) give an embedding of KS in the sphere with 17 crosscaps having dual K6 6. Aside from several other small examples and an infinite class for n prime based on a difference construction, little is known here.
Finally, we ask what duality relationships exist among complete multipartite graphs. Does our "cut and paste" Addition Theorem apply? What is the most general form of our Addition Theorem?
